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Abstract. Internet of things security will be a big challenge for the
enterprises working behind the build-up of the internet of things, and
it’s application. With IoT, another buzzword is blockchain-based cryp-
tocurrency bitcoin. Blockchain technology has proven itself as one of the
most secured existing technology. In this paper, we have discussed the
significant challenges that will come up in identity management due to
the heterogeneity of devices. We have proposed a solution for privacy
preservation using secure identity management and possible communi-
cation methodology by using public key-based cryptography used in the
blockchain. We have taken the ecosystem of smart home management
and smart health management. At last, we have concluded with the dis-
cussion of futuristic applications of blockchain in other applications of
the internet of things.

Keywords: Blockchain · Internet of things · Public key cryptography ·
hash function · smart home · smart health.

1 An introduction

History of internet communication has shown significant growth in the last
decade. Internet communication started with four nodes that had reached al-
most 50 billion devices. As per statistica analysis, the total number of connected
devices will be more than 75.44 Billion by 2025. As mentioned in the report from
technical firm Gartner[10], the total amount of the connected device has already
reached 8.4 billion and had shown significant growth of more than 31% since
2016.
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Fig. 1. Connected device statistics by statista[24]

In 2009, Kevin Ashton from MIT RFID lab had published a paper titled
"That Internet of Things Thing" in the RFID journal[6], this paper has opened
the door for the next revolution in the world of technology. CISCO, IBM, MI-
CROSOFT, INTEL, and many other world giant enterprises have started work
in the design and development of the Internet of things nuts and bolts. Nuts
and bolts of the Internet of things include communication protocols required by
smart and tiny devices, enhancement in capabilities of IoT devices, and manufac-
turing of working models for various IoT applications. Report by GSMA [7] has
put on notice that growth on connected home devices was 67% in 2017 compared
to 2016, and it is predicted that by 2022, every smart home will have an average
50 smart connected devices. Innovation on the Internet of things has started to
show the impact of day to day life. Starting from the smart coffee maker in the
home to smart air condition in the office. Smart wearable devices have created
lots of impact in the healthcare services[3]. A recent report by IHS[14], A global
data research rm, also predicts that the total number of connected devices will
be 125 billion by 2030. As per shown in [14], IoT has four major pillars:

– Connection : Connecting billions of devices.
– Collection : Collecting trillion bytes of data.
– Computations : Computing collected data
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IoT Privacy preservation using blockchain 3

– Creations : creating new solutions and standardization

The major generalized challenge in the internet of things that every industry
has to focus on is "Standardization of IoT architecture and protocol." Due to the
lack of universal standardization for identity allocation, every industry provides
different in a different format. So currently, due to a limited number of devices,
we don’t face a problem in connecting these devices. In the future, a significant
challenge will be the interoperability between these devices. To discuss the work-
ing model of IoT devices, we will discuss the famous seven-layered architecture
proposed by CISCO[1], as shown in figure 2.

7. USER AND BUSINESS 

6. APPLICATIONS 

5. DATA ABSTRACTION 

4. DATA ACCUMULATION 

3. EDGE COMPUTING 

2. CONNECTIVITY 

1. PHYSICAL DEVICE AND 
CONTROLLERS 

STORED DATA 

MOVING DATA 

USER 
SIDE 

CLOUD 
SIDE 

EDGE 
SIDE 

Fig. 2. CISCO 7 layered reference model[1]

1. Physical devices and controllers: This layer is also called a layer 1
of the internet of things in which ground level of devices will be deployed.
Appliances can be smart sensors, sensor-based products, actuators, micro-
processors, and micro-controllers. The primary work of this layer is to collect
the data from the environment.

2. Connectivity: This layer is layer 2, which provides connectivity between
layer one devices with layer 3, fog devices. This layer implements various
short-range wireless protocols and long-range wireless protocols.
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3. Edge computing: Layer 3 of CISCO reference model shows fog comput-
ing[2], Fog computing is the technology introduced by CISCO with the aim
of distributed data processing. It believes that let layer three devices of com-
munication do some local data processing so that unnecessary data will be
deleted and data mining will become easy.

4. Data accumulation: Layer 4 is the last layer in which data will be in
movement. Data accumulation layers show the storing of IoT data into the
proper server based on indexing.

5. Data Abstraction: Layer 5 is also called as knowledge generation in which
collected data will be mined. They will be passing through various machine
learning and artificial algorithms so that it can provide knowledge(decisive
data).

6. Application: Layer 6 contains various applications developed at the server-
side and accessed by users. An app like smart home, smart health, and so
on. This layer works as an intermediator between mined data and users.

7. Users and Business: Layer 7 implements various mobile applications
and web applications for individual users as well as business enterprises. It
collects the data from the application server and makes decisions.

Major security challenges on the internet of things include:

– Device identity management
– Secure authentication
– Privacy and trust management

Recent attacks on the internet of things show that the biggest challenge for the
internet of things is identity theft of the user and devices[2]. The identity of the
device can relieve some of the important information about the device and loca-
tion. Let us take an example of devices manufactured by XYZ organization than
the identity of that device is given as /XYZ/year/model no. This information
can help an attacker so that he/she can easily extract which type of devices is
this, how much power it may consume, which type of data it may collect, what
can be the purpose of the user to use this device. So the biggest and first impor-
tant challenge is not to relive an identity of the devices in the internet of things.
IoT device identity management will be part of the most focused agenda when
we need to connect billions of devices developed by thousands of companies,
either with security parameters or without security parameters. In this paper,
we have tried to solve this heterogeneity and identity theft of IoT devices, which
can lead to further development of the IoT ecosystem.

This paper is constructed as per the following outline. Section 2 discusses
the blockchain technology. Section 3 focuses on blockchain user identity man-
agement and the necessary mathematical foundations required for the proposed
scheme. Section 4 proposes an IoT device identity management scheme by us-
ing blockchain-based public key cryptography. Section 5 shows the use case of a
proposed scheme for smart home application, and section 6 concludes this paper.
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2 A blockchain introduction

In 1991, Stuart Haber introduced a chain which was secured by cryptography
paper titled "How to time-stamp a digital document" but this came in notice
while in 2008, An unknown person or group called as a Satoshi Nakamoto pub-
lished one paper titled "Bitcoin: A Peer-to-Peer Electronic Cash System"[19],
Nakamoto paper had introduced exciting and revolutionary product in currency
world called as bitcoin. Bitcoin is the digital currency which makes use of im-
mutable "blockchain" technology to perform a transaction. So if user A wants
to transfer certain bitcoin to user B, then this transaction will make use of
blockchain technology. The underlying motive behind introducing this new tech-
nology was:

– Peer to peer transaction
– Distributed database
– Trust and transparency creation
– Transaction security
– Non repudiation

The current financial transaction system depends on the banking system, which
is the centralized system. All the transactions happen via the third party, and
it has certain limitations like the double-spending problem, transaction delay,
hacking of data and financial transactions, and high transaction fees. As per
proposed blockchain technology by Nakamoto says that blockchain technology
is peer to peer communication, so there is no third party that is involved in the
conversation. A complete blockchain will be distributed in the form of crypto-
graphically signed ledgers with all the participants in the system. The blockchain
is the chain of blocks, and each block contains transactions performed by various
users. In the initial days of the blockchain, the block size was 36MB[9], and it
was capable enough to deliver 100 to 120 transactions per second. Still, due to
support multiple users and tackle with denial of service attack, the block size
was reduced to 1 MB and 4-6 transactions per second. As per the report on
blockchain technology by the national institute of standard and technology[28],
Blockchain technology has three types of nodes:

1. Full node: Which contains complete blockchain and ensures that newly
added blocks are valid blocks. It forwards received blockchain to all neighbor
nodes.

2. Mining nodes: Mining nodes are considered as a regulator of the blockchain
system. They validate and verify each transaction. Mining nodes solve a
cryptographic puzzle, utilizes their resources, and get a right to creating
blocks.

3. Lightweight nodes: Lightweight nodes does not store blockchain. This
node doesn’t validate anything. These nodes just generate requests and for-
ward this request to the full node for further processing.
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Node A Node B 

Node B Node A 

Current Transaction scenario 

Block chain Transaction scenario 

Fig. 3. Current financial system vs blockchain

blockchain technology was introduced with 3 types of blockchain:

1. Public blockchain: In this blockchain system, every user can see the
complete ledger, and any user can verify the block and add a chunk of the
transaction in the system. Any user can join blockchain at any time. Bitcoin
and ethereum make use of public blockchain

2. Private blockchain: In this blockchain, only permitted users can write a
block, but every user can view the blockchain. Access to permission granting
is centralized to a particular organization. The multi-chain makes use of
private blockchains.

3. Consortium blockchain: In this type of blockchain, A complete system is
controlled by a group of nodes or groups of organizations. They don’t allow
any operation to any outside node. CORDA[8] uses this type of blockchain
system.
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Fig. 4. blockchain

As per shown in figure 4, Every block in blockchain basically contains 8 items:

1. Block No: Block number or block height is the decimal number, which
represents as an identity or counter for a number of blocks in the blockchain.

2. Hash of current block: Hash of the current block is computed and stored
inside the block, which helps another node in the validation of block.

3. Hash of the previous block: Hash of the last block is also a part of the
current block, so if any alteration occurs in the previous block, then all the
subsequent blocks hash value will be impacted and will not allow validation
of block.

4. Hash of Merkle root: Merkle tree is a data structure in which data is
stored after subsequent hashing operation. Example: Let us assume we have
4 data messages, {Data0,Data1,Data2 and Data3} Than:
H0 = Hash(Data0)
H1 = Hash(Data1)
H2 = Hash(Data2)
H3 = Hash(Data3)
H01 = Hash(H0,H1)
H23 = Hash(H2,H3)
Root = Hash(H01; H23)
Merkle root value makes sure that any alteration occurred in the transaction
will impact the current block as well as all subsequent blocks. So root ensures
the validity of the transaction.

5. Time stamp: Timestamp is the time of block generation.
6. Block size: Size of the block in including a list of transactions and block

header.
7. Nonce value: Nonce value is the one time used value with the help of

which miner has solved the cryptographic puzzle of ensuring x number of
zeros in the initial value of the hash.
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8. List of transactions: List of the transaction is the ledger of all validated
and verified transactions.

Blockchain technology makes use of public-key cryptography to digitally sign
each transaction and hash function to ensure that no one can alter or delete any
single bit of value in the block. Example: Let us say user A wants to send five
bitcoin to user B, then A will generate the request which contains sender public
key, receiver public key, and the number of bitcoin he is interested to send.

This will generate message M1 = {KpuA, KpuB , 5} and Message M1 will be
hashed and M2 will be generated by M2 = EKPrA

(M1, H(M1)) and M2 will
be transmitted to miners so miners will validate this transaction and add it into
currently running block. Over here KpuA and KpuB are the public key of A and
B while KPrA

is the private key of user A. Every transaction in blockchain will
be validated so that double-spending problem will not be possible.

The transaction will be verified by multiple miners, so even if any miner will
change the value in the transaction, then the user will get a different copy for
same transaction block, so users will keep the copy of miner who has created
currently running block and keep trust on that miner. "Genesis block" is the first
block of each blockchain, and this block is created with mutual understanding
between all the users of the system. These users will also decide the consensus
model, which helps them to work with mutual understanding.

Every mining node will get an incentive for the successful creation of the
block. Still, to create a block, mining nodes need to solve a cryptographic puzzle,
which is a time-consuming and resource-consuming process. As per shown in [18],
Let us assume miners have to find a hash value where first six digits of hash value
should be zero, and it makes use of SHA256 algorithm than hash is computed
as follow:

Hash = SHA256("blockchain", Nonce value)

User will continuously update nonce value for that much time till it gets hash
value like {f0x000000xxxxx.......g} so for to solve 6 zero puzzle user needs at
least 54 seconds to find this, which if single zero is increased means rather than
6 zero, if 7 zero puzzles are created than the same system needs more than 1 hour,
so difficulty increases with increase in number of zeros and time and resource
consumption also increases[28]. The current blockchain for bitcoin makes use of
18 zero puzzles so that no same miner can generate block individually within
one day.

Many times multiple miners come together and try to solve this puzzle and
later on share the incentive of block generation. Designing and development
of green blockchain or energy-efficient blockchain will surely be hot topic for re-
searcher because currently blockchain technology in bitcoin uses power for single
transaction which is equal to 1.57 household in the USA and 5000 times more
energy consumer than single credit card transaction so blockchain transaction
reduces cost for users in terms of less transaction cost but will increase energy
cost for the country[21].
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3 A Consensus model

The consensus model is the way trust-based data inclusion happens in the
blockchain. It assures that the next block is the valid one by using specific
consensus algorithms. Consensus algorithms inspire a group of nodes to work
together to solve a similar problem, and each node trust on each other. Some
famous consensus algorithms are as follows:

1. Proof of work[19]:
– Proof of work consensus model was introduced in 1993 by Cynthia work

and Moni Naor, and that was used by Markus Jakobsson in 1999[16].
Satoshi Nakamoto, in his paper on bitcoin[19] makes use of Proof of
work consensus model.

– Proof of work became the most famous consensus model after rapid
bitcoin growth. In this consensus model, multiple blockchain miners will
play in a competitive environment for the creation of a new block. The
one who will solve the cryptographic puzzle first will get the incentive.

– Bitcoin consensus model provides 12.5 bitcoin to block creators. Proof
of work inspires the mining node to work collaboratively.

– Proof of Work ensures that every node must perform a task, and they
do not have any shortcut to implement this model. We can consider this
property as an advantage when we want fairness in a system, and we can
consider the same property as a disadvantage when it comes to resource
and time utilization.

2. Proof of stake[25]:
– In 2011, A public forum named bitcoin talk lightened about Proof of

stake. Some of the cryptocurrencies like Peercoin[25], NavCoin, Black-
coin[?] makes use of Proof of stake.

– Proof of stake work on the principle of how much stake or wealth you
currently hold, If you hold x% of currently generated currency than your
chance of getting selected for block creation is x times out of each 100
times.

– Proof of stake removes unnecessary utilization of resources in puzzle solv-
ing. In Proof of work, miner nodes were receiving an incentive for block
creation while in Proof of stake, the mining node will not receive any ex-
cuse, so the will charge for transaction validation and implementations.

– In Proof of work, if 51% resources are available with malicious node than
it can create the block and it may be possible if big organization with
data centers try to implement it, but in Proof of stake, malicious node
need to get 51% stake to perform larger attack and to obtain 51% of
currency is complicated task.

– "Chain based proof of stake" method is based on the random selection
of blockchain.

– Proof of stake consensus model makes it more productive and most dif-
ficult for newly entered miners.

3. Proof of activity[15]:
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– proof of activity is based on a combination of operations in Proof of work
and Proof of stake.

– Miners will solve the cryptographic puzzle and generate a block template
that contains header information and the reward address of miners.

– Now, Proof of stake method will randomly select a group of block valida-
tors(Miners) based on stake how much stake(Cryptocurrency) they have.
The one who will have more currency will have more chance of random
selection, and they all will validate this block. After the validation block
will be publicized.

– Decree is a cryptocurrency, which makes use of proof of activity-based
consensus model.

4. Round robin based[12]:
– Rather than implementing complex mechanisms for block creation, the

Round-robin based consensus model works based on the concept of pri-
vate blockchain in which some nodes will work as moderators of the
system and that every node will get chance of block creation in turn by
turn.

– If any node is not available when it turns comes, then that randomly
next node will be selected for block creation.

– Round robin model is suitable in the permission-based environment, and
it is not a suitable option for a permissionless environment; otherwise, it
may suffer from a "false block creation attack."

5. Proof of capacity[4]:
– proof of capacity model is also called a space availability based model

in which the node which has more space available in memory will get a
chance of block-creation.

– proof of capacity will generate significant data set called as plots and
node which can store a high number of plots in their memory will get an
opportunity of block-creation.

– So big data center which can store zeta bytes of storage or thousands
of Terra byte storage can make use of proof of capacity based consensus
model.

6. Proof of authority[20]:
– Provides quick and continuous trust in the real-time implemented net-

work.
– "Validators" are the authorized entity that has access to the chain. The

validator can approve the transaction and create the block.
– Identity is the stake of the validator. Proof of authority is one of the best

options for the permissions network.
– No need of mining and same stake, so better than a proof of work and

proof of stake.

So up to 2015 end, most of the people were thinking that blockchain can be
used in only financial transaction systems. Still, recently, certain research opens
a gate to utilized secure, transparent, decentralized, and distributed systems for
other applications. In these applications, we firmly believe that the internet of
things will come up as a bigger adopter of blockchain technology.
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4 blockchain and IoT

Blockchain technology has proven itself as one of the most secure technology
in the financial world due to properties like decentralized database and decision
making, public key-based identity verification, hash-based identity management,
consensus-based data creation. Internet of things aims to connect billions of
devices to achieve the common goal of connecting "Anythings" at "Any time"
at "Anywhere." Major challenges internet of things based devices, services, and
applications will get in the future are as follows:

– IoT device identity management
– IoT eco-system management
– IoT device and data security
– Handling heterogeneity of devices developed by global industries in the en-

vironment of uncommon standardization.

So these are some major challenges that will be lightened in the future that we
believe. In the future, the most important question will arise about handling
or storing the identity of devices in the communication packet due to a lack of
standardization in device identity allocations. Blockchain technology can play
an important role in smart health-care for privacy preservation for a patient.
Key management for privacy preservation in health care is proposed in [29]. The
government can use blockchain technology in the agriculture sector for accu-
rate crop production tracking, fertilizer vs. production ratio analysis, weather
prediction, crop disease analysis, and many more. Another primary use-case of
blockchain technology is inland record monitoring, in which many government
agencies are working so that land transactions can be tracked in an immutable
way. Blockchain technology can play a significant role in transparency estab-
lishment for defense deals and provide strength to inventory management. A
private blockchain can play a vital role in industrial asset[18] management, as-
set tracking, product quality analysis, production payment system, and human
resource management. Various use cases where document verification is so much
crucial aspect, blockchain technology can replace the physical documents with
its immutable records storing technology[27]. Blockchain technology will lead
to the creation of trust-building and transparency of operations. It can help to
detect which device has initiated which operation or have publicized which data
so, later on, to verify data generation or validation of operational activity will
be more comfortable. Global rm international data corporation(IDC) in their
report titled "IDC FutureScape: Worldwide IoT 2018 predictions" [26] has pre-
dicted that By 2020, more than 10% blockchain ledger will include IoT sensors.
In the 2017 report[17], IDC predicted that by 2019,20% of IoT services will be
enabled with blockchain technology.

Fabio Antonelli[5] published the report on blockchain and IoT; in this report,
he mentioned that immutable transaction recording could be widely accepted
technology in the applications where asset monitoring, product tracking, finan-
cial and order tracking is required. Industries making use of IoT applications
like smart logistics, smart supply chain, smart retail can adopt this technology
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for their business monitoring. In the same report, he predicted that by 2021, the
blockchain market size would grow by 2312.5 million dollars.

In 2016, Siva Gopal from tata consultancy service published white paper[11]
titled "Blockchain for the internet of things." In this report, he pointed out that
blockchain can be one of the most useful technology for the internet of things
applications where transparent information sharing is required. RFID data, sen-
sor data, Bar-code information, and much other information can be shared on
the public ledger. The author has directed four benefits of accepting blockchain
in IoT, and it includes: Soup to 2015 end, most of the people were thinking
that blockchain can be used in only financial transaction systems, but recently
certain research opens a gate for to utilized secure, transparent, decentralized
and distributed system for other applications. In these applications, we firmly
believe that the internet of things will come up as a bigger adopter of blockchain
technology.

Blockchain technology has proven itself as one of the most secure technology
in the financial world due to properties like decentralized database and decision
making, public key-based identity verification, hash-based identity management,
consensus-based data creation. Internet of things aims to connect billions of
devices to achieve the common goal of connecting "Anythings" at "Any time"
at "Anywhere." Major challenges internet of things based devices, services, and
applications will get in the future are as follows:

– Trust building: Improve the trust between devices and intermediate com-
munication.

– Cost reduction: Peer to peer communication reduces the overhead of
connection establishment and destination-specific communications.

– Accelerate data exchange: Peer to peer contracts will reduce the time
required for device information exchange.

– Security for IoT: Decentralized technology can help in building a secure
environment.

Authentication is one of the most important security challenges that lie in the
IoT. Major internet of things devices is resource-constrained, so security algo-
rithms for IoT devices must be able to run on 256 KB ROM and 128 KB RAM.
For any IoT devices, we can allocate a maximum of 20% resources for security
purposes, and the remaining 80% must be used for core functionalities of devices.

Various cryptographic capabilities available in blockchain can be used for IoT
by combining lightweight security techniques like physically unclonable function
or precision coding. Blockchain makes use of the SHA hash function to maintain
the integrity of the transaction, auditability, transparency, and user identity. It
makes use of elliptic curve digital signature algorithms for authentication of the
transaction. So we can use this technique for IoT device identity management
and data integrity using a combination of the public and private blockchain.
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5 A mathematical foundations

5.1 One way hash function:

One way hash function can be defined as H :X! Y where X is any size plain
text input, and Y is fixed-size hash text value. One way hash function has the
following properties:

– If X is given, then it is easy to compute Y.
– If Y is given, then it is impossible to compute X.
– For any different input value of X and X ′, if the hash value is Y and Y ′.

then it is not possible to find any pair of Y = Y ′.

Blockchain technology implemented in bitcoin makes use of the Secure Hash
Algorithm(SHA-256). For any value of X, SHA256 will give a 256-bit value of
Y .

5.2 Elliptic curve digital signature algorithms:

An elliptic curve is a curve with the polynomial expression:

Y 3 = (X2 + aX + b) mod n

In this polynomial equation, P(X, Y) is the pair of coordinate locations for any
point on the curve. P is the point defined prime field F on which curve is defined,
and n is the large prime number as well as is the order of point P. Value of a
and b must satisfy the following equation:

4a3 + 27b2 6= 0

Now let us consider point P on the elliptic curve and elliptic curve equation is
publicly available if Sender A wants to generate key pair than it chooses random
integer d from the range of 0 to n-1 where n is greater than 2160 for curve P-160.
Now A will compute the following operation:

Q(X,Y) = d * P(X,Y)

Where Q(X, Y) is a public key, and d is the private key for the user A. so the
pair of (public key, private key) = (Q(X, Y),d). Now to sign the transaction TX,
user A will generate a set of domain parameter(D), which contains seven tuples,
D= (q, FR, a,b, Gn,h) where q is the size of the field on which curve is defined.
If we use a prime field, then q is similar to p and if we use binary field than q =
2m. FR is a field representative, a and b are constants of an elliptic curve. Gn
is the point on the curve, which is generated by finite point Gn = (Gx, Gy), n
is the order of point G, and cofactor h is the order of curve divided by n. Now
let us compute signature generation for transaction TX:

– Q(X,Y) = d * P(X,Y)
– Generate random number k of length of d
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– (Xa,Ya) = k * P(X,Y)
– r = Xa mod n
– s = (H(TX) + r*d)* k 1 (mod n)

so pair (r,s) is the digital signature for TX. Now let us compute signature veri-
fication by receiver.

– w = s−1 mod n
– u1 = H(TX) * w mod n
– u2 = r * w mod n
– (Xb,Yb) = u1 * P(X,Y) + u2 * Q(X,Y)

so if r = Xb mod n than we can say that signature is validated.

5.3 blockchain user identity management:

The most beneficial aspect of blockchain technology is that it does not reveal the
identity of any users. In blockchain-based financial transactions, user identity is
calculated in the following way:
Let us say that there are n users involved in peer to peer network, {U1, U2,.....,
Un}, than KP UBUi

and KP RIUi
is the public and private key pair of user i.

In cryptocurrency, whenever a user registers with a cryptocurrency wallet, then
the wallet will generate the private and public key pair. So identity, as well as
address of user i in the system, will be:

identity(i) = H(KP UBUi
)

Hash function of the public key of the user will be considered as an identity and
address of the user. So everyone who has blockchain can see the identity(i) as
well as can computer also. Still, they can not get any other information about
the user like name, place, bank account number, bank identity, and so on. Due
to the immutable properties of blockchain technology, no one can alter the hash
value of any user identity. So the major advantage is the immutable record and
unreadable identity.

6 A Proposed IoT device identity management

IoT device identity is the most important parameter in terms of security due to
the following reasons:

– As shown in the survey[23], less than 10% IoT devices are secured, and most
of the device identities are open.

– IoT devices identity relieves information about the product used by the
customer, and it may damage the privacy of a person.

– Sending IoT devices in plain text or encrypted text, both are dangerous
aspects of communications.
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– Most of the authentication schemes proposed by researchers or used by enter-
prises communicate the identity of devices either in plain text or encrypted
text.

In the proposed identity management scheme, none of the devices will commu-
nicate identity during any phase of communication.

   SMART HOME 

   SMART HOME 

   SMART HOME    SMART HOME 

   SMART HOME 

Gateway/
Miners 

Permissioned Network 
Permissioned Network 

Permissioned Network Permissioned Network 

Permissionless  
Network 

Permissionless  
Network 

Permissionless  
Network 

Fig. 5. Smart home blockchain

As seen in figure 5, Smart home communication using blockchain pass through
two types of blockchain. Permissioned blockchain and permissionless less blockchain.
Permissioned blockchain is the blockchain that is controlled by some authority
and only permitted devices can be part of it while permissionless blockchain is
open blockchain and any device can join it. In smart home communication, there
will be a combination of this; both, communication between devices inside the
home will be through permissioned network, and external communication will
be through the permissionless network. We need to make use of two types of
consensus model for our communication,

– Proof of authority consensus model for permissioned network
– Proof of work consensus model for the permissionless network.
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Proof of authority model will provide rights to validators inside the home, which
can work as a miner, validator, verifier, and local data store. Proof of work
consensus model is discussed in [19]; Public miners will work as block creator,
validator, and verifier. Smart home blockchain communication will be completely
different in permissioned and permissionless network. Over here, we will focus
on the permissioned network, and it’s communication.

   Milk Man 

Permissionless block chain   Permissioned block chain 

      Doctor 

Identity of device = 
H(device product_id) 

 
Identity of device = 
public key of device 

 
H = Hash function 

IDENTITY COMPUTATION 

Identity of 
sending 
device 

Identity of 
receiving 
device 

Time 
stamp 

Request (0) 
/ 
Response(1) 

DC1A72CB
99B376F2F
992D2C9C2
A3C373BDF
09A68CB6A
27BEE9B14
DC1EF2322
D3 

14599AE00
73C889DD
DE58B19AF
2D56A3F6B
EEBF04C27
2C6FE672D
40FD8C3D4
50 

18:14 PM 0 

Validator 

Device 1 

Device 2 

Fig. 6. Identity and Published message in smart home

Every device inside the smart home or any IoT network will have some unique
identity, and through that identity, it makes use of communication. Message
queuing telemetry transport(MQTT) makes 23 bytes or 184 bits identity for
each device, Most of the MQTT based communication protocols make use of 48
bit MAC address of the device for their communication or directly use the device
location hierarchy like URL for the communication with sequence numbers. Both
the type of communication reveals information about the device. Similarly, all
other communication protocols for IoT don’t have any specification about man-
aging the identity of devices outside the network. More than 90% of developed
devices communicate securely due to the uncertainty of identity management for
devices.
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As shown in figure 6, proposed identity management needs only one hash
computation facility or hash digest size storage at each device that works as a
service generator or service seekers. Every device which is part of the smart home
network will compute the identity of the device, Identity of device= Hash(device
product id), or Identity of device = Hash(/city/area/street/home/product id).
The hash function used for communication will be SHA-1 and will generate the
160-bit digest. Based on the communication protocol, the identity of the device
can be computed, compressed, and communicated. Packet(or smart home trans-
action) will look like as shown in figure 6, It will contain identity of the sending
device, identity of receiving device, timestamp (contains synchronized time of
request or response generation) and 1 bit is either its request or response, for
request value will be set to 0 and for response value will be set to 1.
Later on, this transaction will be forwarded to validator or also called as home
miners, and Home miners will validate identity or both sender and receiver, it
will verify whether they are part of this communication blockchain or not. After
validation and verification, it will digitally sign this transaction. To sign this
transaction, the home miner will make use of elliptic curve-based digital signa-
ture protocols. Elliptic curve digital signature for transaction TX (ECDST X

) is
encrypted using the public key of receiving the device and store this message in
the block, as shown in the following format.
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(0) 

 
Status 

 

 
Options 

SMART HOME SERVICE LEDGER 

Fig. 7. Ledger in in smart home blockchain

So will contain transaction, as shown in figure 7, status, and options, are two
other parameters that block contains. The status may have two possible values,

– 0 indicates an active transaction.
– 1 indicates complete transactions.

Whenever the receiver also generates the response transactions, miners from the
permissionless network may add transactions and verify the current status; if
the current status will active, and it’s the message from the valid receiver, then
it will convert the transaction to finished. It depends on either

1. Receiving device belongs to the same permissioned network. OR
2. Receiving device belongs to the permissionless network.

If receiving device belongs to same home permissioned network than same miner
or validator will forward this transaction and will add response transaction while
if it belongs to permissionless network than receiver device will generate response
message and will forward that message to home miners on internet, due to hash
value of both device, no one can understand the identity of device.
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7 More IoT application using blockchain

Parallel computations, enhanced efficiency, risk reduction, and automation ca-
pabilities to implement business logic are the key futures which attracted re-
searchers to focus on blockchain technology. The absence of a trusted third party
and smart contracts are bases for the major attraction from both research and
enterprise community. Some of the IoT applications of blockchain listed in the
article wrote by Nelson from TIBCO Software Inc[22] are as follows:

– Smart manufacturing
– Insurance claims
– Apartment rental
– Airline compensations
– Government land record tracking, contract management, tender process.
– Smart energy distribution.
– Healthcare and pharmacy

Blockchain technology can also be used in authentication validation, sensor-
based authentication[5]. IBM has joined hands with Samsung and started a
project called ADEPT(Autonomous decentralized peer-to-peer telemetry). Smart-
matic introduced the project "blockchain-based voting system." IBM blue mix
started to allow hosting of blockchain-based applications[11]. Similarly, there are
many use cases that are initiated with the motive of a combination of blockchain
and IoT. With the help of blockchain, other financial activities like portfolio
management, equity distribution, bond tracking, letter of undertakings, mutual
funds, pensions, derivatives, and bonds can be easily tracked. The government
can make use of blockchain technology to track social initiatives and to enhance
transparency inside government funding. Large technology firm IBM has allot-
ted more than 200 million dollars to initiate research on blockchain-powered
IoT. IBM handshake with Kinno to develop "supply chain tracking capabilities,"
which will track, report, and monitor packing.[13]. So blockchain can open many
more doors for IoT enabled, cloud-based, distributed related applications.

8 Conclusion and future work

In this paper, We have focused on the internet of things and blockchain tech-
nology. Blockchain technology is highlighted due to its security features. Re-
cently many cryptocurrency wallets are attacked but no attack till now founded
in blockchain technology. A distributed ledger, peer to peer authentication, no
third party communication, and trusted consensus models have attracted many
researchers to find out the way through which other technology also gets ben-
efits of blockchain technology. In this paper, we have focused on the identity
management problem of the internet of things. We have not discussed complete
ledger and communication of IoT application using the blockchain, so as future
work on this paper, we will come up with complete IoT application inducted
with blockchain technology. Identity management discussed in this paper in a
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smart home will open many other ways for the researcher to apply it to smart
health, smart logistics, smart retail, smart manufacturing, and so on. Some of
the challenges that may come up when we try to implement blockchain in IoT
type resource-constrained devices, the major challenge in the blockchain is to
reduce computation and resource requirement to store blockchain so as a future
scope, researcher community needs to focus on this two aspects also parallel with
application-oriented development.
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